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Synopsis
About the project, the process,
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//.

In short
Technological advancements are constantly
introducing novel and exciting ways for us to
interact with people, objects and spaces in our
environment. As a result, new technologies
are influencing and changing the way humans
used to live and learn. Historically, these
technological advancements were seen as
a threat to handicrafts. In India, even today,
traditional handicrafts are the primary
livelihood source for many communities
and representation of the country’s cultural
identity; hence a living heritage to be
preserved. Interestingly, over time, the
technological developments which were seen
as threats, have given birth to sub cultures
like ‘Maker Movement’, ‘DIY Culture’, ‘Open
Source Movement’ which has presented an
optimistic, inclusive and social perspective
of “making” with new digital technologies.
These new digital technologies have over
time become easily accessible, easy to learn
and use and as a result it has helped people
in quickly exploring new ideas across many
domains. Connecting the dots, this research
based design project explores possibilities
of enhancing traditional craft practices with
new digital technologies.
The project begins with field research in
order to first gain an in-depth understanding
about a traditional craft community located
at Gundiyali village, Kutchh in Gujarat,
India. In parallel, secondary research looks
at precedents intersecting crafts and new
digital technologies. Research synthesis
presents barriers of why the traditional craft
community (referring to the one studied) is

not able to utilize new technologies in context
of their traditional craft practice. In order to
explore research inquiry with a prototype,
multiple ideas were generated and by looking
at research insights from field, one of the
ideas was selected. The selected idea through
rapid prototyping was first demonstrated to
craft community of Gundiyali. Once artisans
showed interest, a detailed prototype was
developed and a long duration of testing took
place.
Kala Kosh, a digital archive is an outcome
of this design process. Kala refers to skill
involved with arts and crafts, Kosh refers
to storage or archive. ‘Kala Kosh’, enables
traditional craft communities (like Gundiyali)
to digitally preserve designs of their hand
crafted artifacts. It empowers artisans to
showcase and share digital representation of
their artifacts across multiple mediums and
contexts resulting into improving individual
and community level of craft practice and also
adding to livelihood generation.
This report covers documentation of the
research and design process, insights from the
study of craft community, designing - making
- testing of the Kala Kosh prototype and
feedback from its field testing. Also, Reflection
on research inquiry and key learning about
further design for Kala Kosh. This project was
supported by Ford Foundation & National
Institute of Design (NID) grant for student
graduation thesis project at NID and was
done in collaboration with Design Innovation
and Craft Resource Centre (DICRC), CEPT
University, Ahmedabad.

Synopsis
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A.

Research Inquiry
Traditional crafts of India in
the ‘technological’ era.
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A.1

Background
Over centuries a diverse set of traditional
crafts have flourished, sustained and evolved
in India. The traditional crafts practicing
communities can be found in all parts of India
representing creative cultural diversity of each
place and as a whole reflecting traditional
India’s socio - cultural identity. Generation of
old knowledge and practice of traditional craft
communities survive, sustain as well as find
meaningful existence for centuries. Traditional
crafts in India are not just sources of livelihood
but are also associated with specific lifestyles,
environment, rituals, religions, beliefs, festivals
and spirituality and eventually are a special
part of the local cultural, natural and spiritual
landscape.

Artisan carving patterns in Marble
Stone Carving traditional craft

Since the times of the first Industrial
Revolution, crafts and craft communities
faced challenging times. During the first
Industrial Revolution, machine in its scale and
nature of production challenged craft based
production. Over time, mechanization became
more powerful with electrification, a second
Industrial Revolution multiplied the capacity
of a machine to produce. Growth of machine
based production came with political ideas
and influenced how humans live and ‘work’.
The third Industrial Revolution introduced
automated production and technologies like
the computer and the internet, significantly
changed how people used to do each of the
living activities, meet, interact and work with

Wood Turning Craft
Dholka

Research Inquiry
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Weaving Craft
Bhujodi, Kutchh

Mata Ni Pachedi (Kalamkari)
Craft Community at Ahmedabad

Bell Making craft
Metal Craft at Kutchh

Terracotta - Clay - Pottery work by
Late Kumbhar Abdullahbhai
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each other. Technological advancements after
globalization, internet, communication and
transportation innovations are constantly
evolving and redefining the way we used
to communicate, move across places, learn
about things and many more. Current time
is of fourth Industrial Revolution where
computing and digital technology based new
ideas are rapidly and intensely fusing into
human life. We are witnessing a massive
immersion of technologies into day-to-day
human lives, at more rapid rate than a last
few decades. New digital technologies are
pushing the limits of computing and enabling
more natural and exciting ways to connect and
interact with each other via advanced digital
technologies. These new digital technologies
are already revolutionizing the domains of
arts, education, healthcare, transportations,
wearables and a lot more is happening as
working with technology is becoming widely
reachable, accessible and usable and people
have started accepting living with technology
(even after knowing its consequences). Many
new ideas from the point of view of ‘craft’ are
also introduced which includes new, smart
and responsive materials, fast and easy to
operate production processes, platforms for
communities, new tools etc. For example, in
digital fabrications, there are a wide range
of 3d printers easily available to print from
multiple materials, on web there are open
source technologies and learning platforms,
free distributed software, discussion forums
and knowledge sharing platforms, tutorials
and online courses which are helping people
learn anything from anywhere in an open and
free manner, easily usable digital fabrication
technologies and maker spaces are making
the ‘making’ easy and accessible to all.

DIY communities, open source developer
communities, maker movements and hacker
cultures are not just enabling people to make
but are also empowering people to respond
to specific socio-cultural need with the power
of making. With all these technological
evolutions and revolutions in many domains,
human life has significantly changed and is
constantly changing from how it used to be a
few decades ago.
Interestingly, even today, the wave of
technology, communities practicing traditional
craft in India still exist. For many such craft
communities, traditional craft has been the
only survival for ages. Now, with a world
where ways of living have been significantly
changing, the craft communities might have
to struggle more to find their way to respond
to the current context for their survival in
the future. The artisans are masters of their
traditional ways of making, but due to many
factors they are somehow unaware of utilizing
new technologies to add value to their craft
practice. This might be one of the reasons
why today despite the skills artisans have
to struggle in generating enough economic
sustainability through craft practice. Due to
challenging economic returns from traditional
crafts the younger generations of the
traditional craft communities have to face a
philosophical dilemma of choosing a path to
better survival over the path of continuation of
their traditional craft, which used to be their
way of meaningful existence. Out of many
challenges faced by the craft communities in
present situations and may be in near future,
one of the challenges might be how to find
their way of survival by evolving their craft
practice with high tech futures of humanity.

Research Inquiry
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Digital / New Technologies
Complex Computations
Advanced Technical Features
Responsive & Dynamic
Interactive

Infinity Possibility Model
The diagram for Infinity Possibility model is
designed by inspiration from terms coined
by David Pye in his book Nature and Art
of Workmanship [Ref 4]. Diagram consists
of symbol of infinity representing many
possible ideas formed by the fusion of
two groups of circles; one is handmade,
representing the Workmanship of Risk
which can be associated to the context of
traditional crafts; and another computer
generated, representing the Workmanship
of Certainty which can be associated to new
(digital/computational) technologies.

A

Research Inquiry

Handmade / Traditional Crafts
Human Touch
Social Context
Skills & Tacit Knowledge
Historical Connect
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A.2

Research Intent and approach
Contrasting to the idea of seeing new
technologies as a threat to the handicrafts,
the research intent is to see technology as
a material with an optimistic perspective
to exploring possibilities of enhancing
traditional craft practices using new
technologies. The new technology here
is defined in reference to traditional craft.
Traditional craft uses traditional technologies
and materials which has evolved and is
practiced by specific communities, whereas,
here the idea or term ‘new technology’ refers
to technology, materials, tools and process of
recent times or evolved after or with internet
and digital era, more specifically associated
with maker movement, DIY communities
and open source movement on the internet.
The term ‘enhance’ here, highlights the core
idea of research interest, which is about
looking at new technology with an optimistic
perspective to explore ideas which can utilized
best of both contexts i.e traditional craft
and new technologies. So in that way, new
technology doesn’t replace skills or any core
aspects of traditional craft but is meaningfully
designed to add value or enhance specific
aspects of traditional craft practice.
Nature of experimentation with new
technology in the context of traditional craft
can have many critical aspects. Explorations
can happen on materials, products /artifacts,
artisans, livelihood, skills, trading, rituals,
aesthetics etc keeping the core intent intact
i.e not to use new technology to replace any
core aspect of craft. So to start exploring in a
meaningful way, a primary field research will
be essential which will bring insights about
the ground context of traditional craft. After

knowing the craft community, ideas can be
explored in the direction of the research
inquiry. Through developing and deploying
prototype and with constant engagements
with craft community insights can be derived
and as we are thinking around research
question.
As we thinking about the research intent,
many questions arise like, why and how
craftspeople or craft practices can be
introduced with the new technologies? Will
it not change the traditional craft itself?
How while designing something with new
technologies it can not effect the core essence
of craft? What if crafts people start using the
new technologies and upgrade their craft
processes, will it be called the same craft?
How the aesthetic, usability and design of craft
artifacts is influenced or affected? Will the
new technology will help craftsman make new
artifacts which are more relevant to today’s
context, and help in livelihood? Can any
application or design of this new technology
help craftsman get better livelihood? Can
this attract future generations of artisans?
The economic aspects, how are the meaning
aspects of craft is affected? Answers or
insights into these and many other questions
can be derived by only working together
with any traditional craft communities. The
Infinity Possibility Model is a conceptual
representation of the intent to explore fusion
of traditional crafts and new technologies in a
way both contexts can utilize unique aspects
of each other.

Research Inquiry
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The Gundiyali
Craft Cluster
About Gundiyali, a traditional
pottery craft cluster in Kutch,
Gujarat, India
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B.1

Crafts of Kutch
In the extreme west of central India, Kutchh
is a district in Gujarat state sharing its border
with the neighboring country and the Arabian
Sea. The diverse landscape of Kutchh includes
deserts, wet lands, grass fields, beaches and
junctions of many heritage sites which also
makes it a tourist destination of Gujarat.
“Kutchhi” a local language of the region
unites people of many ethnic groups in one
location. Many aspects of Kutchh are unique
and highlights its diversity like the white
desert, Dholavira - the ruins of ancient Indus
Valley civilization; wild ass sanctuary which is
the only homeland of the rare wild ass subspecies locally called Khur or Ghudkhar, the
handicrafts and mud architecture of villages
in the desert reflect creative values that are
people of Kutchh have preserved for ages.

After many years of rehabilitations activities
after the massive and disastrous earthquake of
2001, Kutchh is again rising as a tourism hub,
handicrafts and junction of many industries.
Handicraft can be called living heritage of Kutchhi
communities that is thriving across villages and
towns of Kutchh. Kutchhi communities practice a
wide range of textile, clay, wood and metal based
crafts. As seen in the craft map of Kutchh titled
as ‘Captivating Kutchh‘ each region of Kutchh
is known for a specific craft. The skill heritage,
which was traditionally part of the communities’
traditional lifestyle was linked to their identities,
religious beliefs and history is now helping them
align with world and becoming a medium and
source of their economic independence.

Mural at Kranti Tirth Museum, Mandvi, Kutchh
Representing natural and skill heritage of Kutchh

The Gundiyali Craft Cluster
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Kutchh location with reference to India
Handicraft site map of Kutchh
People of Kutchh, through their participation
in handicraft led initiatives, have challenged
the general perception of crafts that they
are fading with time. Handicrafts in Kutchh
are developing and flourishing the lives of
communities and beyond just livelihood,
contemporary handicraft practices have
provided people with the platforms to
express. Many self-help groups, women
associations and educational initiatives
are contributing to empower communities
who were once devastated by the massive
earthquake. Organizations situated within
Kutchh like Kutchh Nav Nirman Abhiyan,
Mahila Vikas Sangathan, Sahjeevan, Khamir
Craft Resouce Centre, Kutchh Vikas Trust, Kala
Raksha, Hunnarshala and many more have
collectively formed a network of communities

B

The Gundiyali Craft Cluster

which are actively working in domains like
skill development, water and environment
conservation, handicrafts, heritage
conservation, rural livelihood development
etc. Such organizations are working around
Kutchh and supporting directly and indirectly
the lives of people practicing the handicraft
work. Many entrepreneurs who are local
and are also from outside Kutchh have been
working with the craft clusters and keeping
the heritage of Kutchh alive and make the
handicraft artifacts reach the national and
international people and markets via retail and
online trades.
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B.2

About Mandvi Town
Mandvi, in the past, was an ideal location
for traders and travelers of the Malabar
Coast, Persian Gulf & East Africa. In the 16th
Sanctuary, Rao Khengarji, established the
town of Mandvi with a fort wall around the
city, with many gateways and 25 bastions.
One bastion is now a lighthouse near the
Mandvi Beach. As mentioned in a few articles,
the Merchants of Mandvi collectively in past
used to own about 400 vessels and used to
trade with multiple regions across the sea.
Those were the times when Mandvi was more
prosperous than the town of Bhuj. It was also
an entry point for travelling traders, towards
Malwa, Marwar and Sindh. In the colonial
era, European powers controlled most of
India’s main ports. Yet, the Port of Mandvi was

well-respected by foreign traders and even
the Mughals, who used it for pilgrimages to
Mecca and other trading. Few years before the
1900s, natural disasters and massive disease
outbreaks in Mandvi affected the situation
of the town and traders and workers started
migrating to other better ports, and slowly
the ship trading industry, significantly broke.
Today, a very small number of ships, are built
at Mandvi. The craft of building ships is on
the verge of extinction. Massive industrial
ports have already been developed at Mundra
and Kandla. Today, Mandvi town is mostly
promoted as a tourist destination. Other small
industries in and around Mandvi are fishing
and handicrafts.

Ship docking yard of Mandvi
One of the few ships building in progress

The Gundiyali Craft Cluster
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House of Salemamad Kumbhar
Near Gundiyali

B

The Gundiyali Craft Cluster
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B.4

Gundiyali craft cluster
To reach Gundiyali, one has to first reach
Mandvi. An 8 km road from Mandvi directly
links to Gundiyali. Local auto rickshaw
are available from Mandvi Gate. To reach
Mandvi, direct buses are available from Bhuj,
Ahmedabad and all major cities of Gujarat.
Mandvi is reachable easily by road. While
going from Mandvi to Gundiyali, from a
distance, the tower of a mosque is visible
between the clusters of small houses, which
will indicate to you that you are now in
Gundiyali, there is no proper entrance to
Gundiyali Village. As you enter the village
and start walking around, you’ll find matkas
- earthen pots, stacked near a few houses. If
you look over the walls of some houses, you’ll
find families working with clay and pottery.
Some people will be found arranging matkas
in open areas, preparing them to be ready for
baking in their pit kilns. Some families will be
working on pottery wheels helping each other
or moving objects between house and kilns
or painting on the matkas. These are families
of the potters in Gujarati called Kumbhars
of Gundiyali. Around twenty five families at
Gundiyali practice traditional pottery craft.
Historically, they are known for making matkas
- earthen pots. Many kinds of terracotta
products especially painted in red, white and
black are known as Gundiyali style.
All families practicing the craft are settled
around one side of the village. Belonging to
the Muslim community, all of them belong
to the one large family. Potters of Gundiyali
Jusab Kumbhar at work
making “Galla” i.e piggy banks at Gundiyali

The Gundiyali Craft Cluster
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as they shared, are the descendants of the
second son of Dhai Halima, who was wet
nurse who adopted Muhammad Paigambar
when he was a child as per the rituals of
Arabic communities in the pre-islamic era.
Muhammad Paigambar later on founded
Islam. Today, Gundiyali potters mostly earn by
selling products in local markets or to a fixed
network of resellers around the nearby towns
and villages. Majority of craftsmen are highly
skilled at making matkas. Except the monsoon
they work throughout the year. Artisans also
make water bottles, cups, glass, lamps, plates,
piggy banks and decorative products out of
clay. The younger generation in pursuit of an
alternative livelihood is also found exploring
professions other than craft. Some artisans
who go out of Gujarat for other professions
mostly return to their families once they get

Abbas Kumbhar,
Making earthen pots, at Gundiyali

B
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married then decide to practice traditional
crafts. As a result, the craft community of
Gundiyali has craftsmen of all age groups.
In the past, artisans used to have active trade
of craft, due to the industry and significance
of Mandvi as a trade junction between many
countries while the Mandvi port was active.
Eariler Matkas were not only used as utensils
but also used in multiple religious rituals and
festivals. Currently local markets are the most
accessible source of trade for the artisans.
Local traders have fixed associations with
specific artisans, from whom they directly
purchase, and then transport the stock of
products from the artisan’s houses. Artisans
occasionally travel to different cities for
exhibitions and for live demo sessions. But
these are rare opportunities for them to

An old lady painting earthen pots
A Gundiyali craft tradition
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engage with the urban markets. Many artisans
have tried taking larger orders and sending
it to far off distances, but they find it hard to
transport their products, which get damaged
easily. Artisans often work with different
organizations, but preferred to practice craft
from home at Gundiyali. Manthan Education
Society India and Design Innovation and
Craft Resource Centre, CEPT University have
been working with this cluster for a couple of
years. They have provided motorized pottery
wheel and energy efficient kiln to Gundiyali
cluster with the support of the Government
of Gujarat and also organized a training
program with artisans to help artisans expand
the applications of craft into in the domain
of interior design. A brand identity is also
designed for Gundiyali Craft Cluster.

An artisan arraning freshly made
objects for sun drying

Salim Kumbhar with his family
setting up the kiln at Gundiyali

The Gundiyali Craft Cluster
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B.5

Gundiyali Crafts Portfolio

B

Visual Identity representing
Gundiyali Craft Community

Painted Terra cotta Utensils
Cooking Bowl & Plates

Painted earthen pots
handcrafted at Gundiyali

Water containers
Traditional and Contemporary forms

The Gundiyali Craft Cluster
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Various terracotta lamps
Each for a different application

Terracotta tea cups
Even more variations exists

A wall hanging art object
decorated over terracotta base

The Gundiyali Craft Cluster
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C.

DICRC
at Gundiyali
Collaboration of Gundiyali artisans
and Design Innovation and Craft
Resource Centre
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C.1

Previous Projects at Gunidyali by DICRC
On Design Innovation and Craft Resource
Centre(DICRC), CEPT University’s website
a project report can be found on “Craft
Innovation Program with Terracotta
Craftspeople of Gundiyali”. This project was
an effort to upgrade design and business skill
of artisans’ of Gundiyali. The Project covers
craft documentation, two projects of craft –
design intervention where artisans explored
how they can also design applications of
craft in interior design. During this project
exposure visits were done where artisans
traveled to explore various urban markets
and attened expert training session to learn
about ecommerce, social media and new
techniques and processes of craft. This project
touched on many core aspects of craft and

Cover Page of report on Craft Innovation Training
Program conducted by DICRC at Gundiyali | 2015

helped artisans innovate more in their crafts.
This project covers detailed documentation of
Gundiyali crafts materials, tools and processes for
anyone to refer.
Having already worked with community for
a long project, Design Innovation and Craft
Resource Centre and Manthan Education Society,
a relationship of trust was established with
the artisans and another project was about
to take place at Gunidyali in 2016 named as
“Tatva : Community Driven Innovation Project”.
Community driven Innovation project consisted
of multiple workshops with the craft community
at Gunidyali itself and later on an exhibition
consisting of outcomes of workshop.

Artisans families at Gundiyali prototyping
new ideas during a Training Program

DICRC at Gundiyali

C
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C.2

Community Driven Innovation Project
Community Driven Innovation Project (CDIP)
was an attempt to initiate an all-inclusive and
participatory process, bringing together the
fields of craft and design. The idea was to
engage with community and foster the idea
of innovation. This project was designed by
Design Innovation and Craft Resource Centre,
CEPT University and Manthan Education
Society, Ahmedabad with support from
of NSTEDB / Department of Science and
Technology, Government of India. Community
Driven Innovation project was planned as a
web of activities, which may repeat, overlap
and coincide with others. The project was
taking place with the community of artisans in
the setting of their village. Details about this
project can be found on a report on DICRC’s
website. This project was unique in three
aspects :

Cover Page of publication on Tatva : Community
Driven Innovation Project by DICRC

Open to entire craft community
Focused on a larger goal of attempting to
engage with the entire craft community,
inviting as many artisans who wished to
participate. So scale and scope was inclusive
and vast.
Aimed at self sustenance of
craft community
A problem of the craft – design interventions
is, when designers work with artisans and
design products, this process still keeps
the craftsmen dependent on designers for
innovation in craft. This project attempted to
foster the idea of innovation in artisans, in
that longer run envisioning that the artisans
themselves design innovative articulations of
their craft and improve overall quality of their
practice. The emphasis was on making the
community self-sustainable on various levels
of craft practice.
C

DICRC at Gundiyali

DICRC and Manthan Education Society team at
Gundiyali during a workshop with artisanss
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Scope of Experimentation and Exploration
Centering on the intent of self-sustenance of
craft community this project was exploring
how artisans generate ideas, develop
innovative products meeting, improve quality
of products, artisans using internet meeting
larger urban markets and more with the
use of the internet. This was attempting to
contribute from design thinking, product
development, promotion of craft, marketing
and generating business, keeping the practice
self-sustainable and more, so there was
vast space to ideate and develop ideas and
experiment.
Hands-on explorations during workshop
with artisans at Gundiyali

With all the above features, community driven
innovation project came as an interesting
opportunity to explore the research question
as it was taking place with the artisans in
their space and the scope of explorations was
quite open. Also the already established bond
with artisans could be a key asset for artisans’
active participation in an experimental
research and design project.
Hence the decision was made to explore
the research question as part of Community
Driven Innovation Project with artisans of
Gundiyali Craft Cluster.
With this decision, in exploration of research
question now there was a defined craft cluster
to work with. The already defined activities for
Community Driven Innovation Project were
studied as field case studies and considered
part of the primary research.

Women artisans participating in hands-on explorations
during workshop with DICRC team

On left are some pictures from different
activities of the Community Driven Innovation
Project at Gundiyali.

DICRC at Gundiyali
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Research and
Design Process
Steps in the process of thinking,
exploring, finding, making and
reflecting
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D.1

Research Process
Research process was designed at two levels,
first ‘zooming in’ to the context the field visits
i.e craft community at Gundiyali cluster and
‘zooming out’ looking at the domain of crafts
and new technology. The zooming in would
count as primary research and zooming out
would count as secondary research.

7 Field Visits
to Gundiyali, Kutch

Engaging with
Community

Observations
& field notes

Primary research included field visit and data
collection about craft community. Secondary
research looked at precedent research, books
and online references. Both activities ended
up happening in parallel for a longer time than
expected. Later on all data was put together
to find insights about craft community with
respect to research inquiry.

25+ Days of
field engagement

Interview
transcripts

Primary Research
Data Collection from Field

Analyzing all collected data and
marking interesting points

Digital
Photography

Secondary Research
Papers, Books, Online References, Expert interviews

Finding connections between
marked data

Finding patterns to understand
emerging insight categories

Analyzing research data
Steps for finding insights

Research and Design Process

D
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D.2

Design Process
The figure shows the way design process
actually took place at the end of the project
and shows activities as they happened which
differs from how it was planned. Many factors
on field, technical issues and availability with
craft community affected the design process.

Design Process with
Milestone activities

D

Research and Design Process
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Primary Research
Research activities where observation took
place with direct one to one interaction with
the craft community.
Field Visits
Present in Gundiyali for a field visit
Secondary Research
Research activities not in the presence or
direct contact with the craft community;
looking at previous research, web references
and books. Inquiries to find information
around the eco-system of the context,
interaction with experts.
Ideation, Designing and Prototyping
Generating ideas, designing and making
prototypes,design and technical activities
during the designing and development of
prototype and testing before installing on site.
Milestone Activities
Synthesis and decision points where insights
are generated, ideas are finalized or decisions
are taken. Significant convergence points
during the design process.

Research and Design Process
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E.

Primary Research
Zooming in the context!
Reaching and staying on field
with artisans, learning about
their world view
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E.1

About field visits
Primary research intended to understand
the meaning systems associated with the
Gundiyali community and the craft and its
eco system. Total five field visits took place
in parts. Throughout field visit participant
observations and building upon casual
conversations were methods for data
collection. Everyday at the end of field
interactions, field notes, photographs and
sketches were compiled as data. For smooth
interactions initially no proper photography
or focused discussion were done and even
afterwards only mobile based photography
was done whenever required. In later visits,
long interviews and discussions with specific
key points were done with few artisans. Many
artisan families were present in village, an
effort was made to interact with most artisan
families and detailed interaction took place
with limited artisan families.
First visit was a week long, started as
introduction between craft community and
the field researcher. First visit began by a
meeting with Alibhai and Abdullahbhai, and
the discussions about their experience of
the previous project at Gundiyali. Alibhai,
Abdullahbhai, Sulemanbhai, Yakubbhau
and Abdulbhai are age and experience wise
senior master artisans. Siddikbhai, Salimbhai,
Osmnabhai, Hussainbhai are between 30
to 45 years and are master artisans. Anwar,
Yasar, Hasam, Jusab, (another) Salim, Sukur
are young artisans who are below the age
of 30. Gundiyali artisans spoke in Kutchhi
in their place, as craft related discussions
were represented by the man in the family
so most interaction took place with male
members of community. Abdullahbhai was
present during the first field visit, he was the

senior and most experienced artisan, he also
setup the traditional chakda - a hand driven
pottery wheel, to try hands on traditional
style of doing pottery. Abdullahbhai shared
his views on craft work of Gudiyali from the
past few years, his life experiences working
with different people and what he thinks
about future of Gundiyali artisans. Meanwhile
in first field visit long engagement also took
place with Hussainbhai, Alibhai, Jusab and
Abdulabhai. Craft process except working on
wheel and interacting with clients all others
works are done by all family members, women
especially paint the artifacts with decorative
patterns which recognizes the Gundiyali
style art work. Artisan Alibhai, he worked
in gulf before he started doing pottery and
Hussainbhai who worked Mumbai for seven

First field visit first day at Gundiyali,
introduction with artisans

Primary Research

E
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years they shared long stories about their
experience of working outside Gundiyali.
Alibhai lives and practices craft with his two
young sons Anwar and Yasar, Alibhai has a
diverse range of products. He shared stories
about how he could design those products
and also shared his thoughts on how for the
younger generation craft practice is more
challenging. All artisans shared how they
work with local vendors who then resell the
products. Senior artisans shared stories of
change, how they have seen craft practice,
people and Kutchh changing over the time.
Sadly Abdullahbhai the most experienced
artisan, he had lost his wife a year ago, himself
passed away due to ill health after couple of
months of the first visit, his death came as
great loss to Gundiyali craft community.
Later on the three field visits, were for
community driven Innovation program, details

Exploring pottery with Abdullahbhai Kumbhar
on traditional pottery wheel

E

Primary Research

about them can be found on the project
report on DICRC website. During these three
visits observations were recorded about how
artisan participates in the project activities.
Few artisans also shared their experiences of
how they work with people, communities and
organizations who are from
outside Gundiyali cluster.
Until now, four field visits haev taken place,
there was much smoother interaction
between the field researcher and the
Gundiyali craft community. Due to that in
the fifth and last field visit more insightful
observations and stories were recorded.
During the last field visit’s interaction with
young artisans increased and long interviews
took place with Jusab, Yasar, Anwar. All long
interaction with the yonger artisans took
place while roaming around with them

Pictures from a workshop during
Community Driven Innovation Program
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Artisans trying to repair issues in a defected
pottery wheel at Osman Kumbhar’s house

Jusab Kumbhar showing a video DIY
electronics he recently downloaded

Lunch at Alimamad Kumbhar, Yasar and Anwar
Kumbhar at their house
around Gundiyali and Mandvi in after work
hours. Also more interaction took place with
Sulemanbhai and Alibhai, senior artisans over
a cup of tea during break times in their work
and while having delicious traditional Kutchhi
lunch at their house. Stories about artisan’s
struggles for business were shared by Alibhai
and Anwar, Sulemanbhai shared an interesting
story and critical points about design and the
correct use of Kiln in the baking process. Few
exciting observations during this field visit
were a kiln made by Amadbhai and Jusab and
their experiments with the music system and
their willingness to work with different new
technologies, which came from Jusab as he
was studying electrical wiring at the local ITI
College. More interesting observations about
religious associations of craft and activities
at Gundiyali were also noted. Five field visits
gave detailed observations about artisan’s
thoughts, craft practice and life in general.

Primary Research
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E.2

Data analysis & finding insights
Field data was in the form of notes,
transcripts, photographs and sketches.
First, notes and transcripts were analyzed,
interesting points were marked and interesting
quotes which might relate probable insights
were also noted separately. Photographs were
sorted according to which were highlighting
interesting observations. To find insights, all
key words, key data was referred, a mind map
was created to find patterns and associations,
then, interesting quotes and photographs
were pasted close to the related keywords
set. Finally another clustering was done as per
patterns and a set of categories was identified.
Each category represented some interesting
aspect about Gundiyali craft community and
their life world.

Mind Mapping the important data
and connecting the links

E
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Data Collection
Field Notes, Illustrations, Photos
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Collage of the mindmap, tagged pictures
and important quotes

Clustering of data and finding
patterns and insight categories

Primary Research

E
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E.3

Primary research Insights about “Craft” & “Gundiyali Community”
(Pre text: Primary research was done with an
intent to find insights about the meaning system
associated within Gundiyali Community and their
work of craft, the following essay presents the
insights about the same. This section is not about
materials, techniques, tools or processes of craft,
they are part of craft documentation already done
by DICRC and is available in on its web archives.
In following essay, the word Kumbhar is used as a
second name or tag for terracotta artisans/potters;
-bhai : suffix is used with names of a senior master
male artisans as traditions in Gujarat, India.)

In Gundiyali there are around twenty families
who practices terracotta crafts. All families
are close relatives of each other and belong
to Muslim community (Biradari). A narrative
from pre-Islamic era associates religious
aspects with the craft traditions of Gundiyali.
The craftsmen of Gundiyali are (said to be)

migrant descendants of a potter from Arabia,
who was son of Dhai Halima. Dhai Halima
was the foster mother of Prophet Mohammad
Paigambar. As per rituals in old Arabic
times, she took care of Prophet Mohammad
Paigambar when he was a two year old child.
This narrative makes religion play a significant
role in the daily life choices of the Gundiyali
craft community. Islamic rituals and festivals
are events where Gundiyali craft community
gathers for celebration usually in mosques
present at Gundiyali, some artisans also
align their craft practice with the same, like
during month of Ramadan artisans would
take break from or reduce regular works of
pottery as they go on fasting so they reduce
the physically tiring works. Quotes of multiple
artisans, highlights how the artisans making
value and trust based decisions in their

“

“Khuda ne kaha hai ki tu meri is duniya me
ghoom aur kudrat ko dekh usse tera dimaag
khulega…ye sab Quraan me kuch kuch bahot
achhi baat likhi hai. Mene 2-3 baar uska
translation padha hai.”(Khuda has said you
aopen your mind. All such nice writings are in
Quraan. I have read it’s translation 2-3 times.)
- Alibhai, a senior master craftsman

Mosque near Yakubbhai’s house
at Gundiyali Village
E
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“

“Siddik hai na? abhi wo bahar tha,
wo wapas aa gaya hai, Jaipur me abhi kaam
karta hai. Usko thoda hoshiyar banne bheja
hai”.
(You know Siddik? He was ouside(abroad),
he has returned recently , he is no working in
Jaipur. We have He is sent him, to make make
him smart)
– Yakubbhai, a senior master craftsman

Artisans at Ahmedabad in 2015
for a workshop at CEPT University, Ahmedabad
craft practice and daily decisions through
referencing religion. Alibhai a master artisan,
quoted that as said in the holy Quraan
(ghoomna – firna i.e) travelling is very
important to open up the mind and this he
linked to, a quality a young artisan should have
in order to be a master. Similarly Hussainbhai
and Abdullahbhai had also quoted multiple
points about of food and ethics of works with
respect to religions values. Gundiyali potters
gather for craft related works when they have
mass of products being developed beyond
capacity of one potter or while going for
exhibitions representing Gundiyali. Craftsman,
inside and outside Gundiyali are called and
known as Kumbhars (people who work with
clay) or Karigar (a skilled person), this is linked
to traditional identity of Gundiyali potters.
As shared by four artisans (Abdullahbhai,
Ahmedbhai, Alibhai, Jusab Kumbhar) in the
olden times craft work at Gundiyali was
thriving. That time the Kumbhars were most

the respected in Kutchh and would get special
respect in any social gatherings and that
time there were many Kumbhars in Kutchh.
A young artisan shared that back then the
Kumbhars could easily find a good bride in the
community because they were considered
economically safe due to their skills; which
is not the case now. Interestingly, Kumbhar
associates to the identity of artisans not
only because of their skills but also due to a
religious narrative, this association seem to
be unique to the Gundiyali craftsmen. The
place from where the artisans collect raw
clay is protected by Government named as
reserved to Kumbhars of Gundiyali. The story
of Gundiyali Kumbhars unitedly protested
to keep their land safe from being sold to an
industrial plant was shared by many artisans,
which highlights a moment when potters
as community rejected a huge amount of
money and saved their clay. Such stories and
other incidents when artisans have found a
Primary Research
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“

“ Sab kuch hai par aadmi nahi hai.
Ek aadmi ka kaam nahi hai. 2-3 log chahihye.
Fir bhi me dhire dhire kar leta hoon.”
(“Everything is there but the people are not here.
This is not one person’s work.2-3 people
are required. But still I do it slowly myself.”)
~ Abdullahbhai, a senior master craftsman

Salimbhai and family working to setup
traditional open pit kiln for baking matka
struggle with industrialists are described by
references (wo log – ham log means) “them
and us”, ‘them’ is referenced to the other,
who seem to harm values of craft community.
As shared by Abdulllahbhai - he had many
job offers in Industry but he never joined as
he wishes to eat out of his own hard work,
means he chose to work independently.
For artisans, relationship with the material
clay (maati) is special, one obvious reason
that is it is source of livelihood but it also
associates with their identity as they call it
“Gundiyali ni maati “ i.e. “Gundiyali’s clay”,
it also reflects community strength (from the
incident of protecting the land) and religion
(Muslim rituals; when they die they are
buried in ground). A noted observation was
when Gundiyali Kumbhars visit places outside
Gundiyali for craft demonstrations, they try to
carry Gundiyali clay in sacks until it is feasible.
Instead of trying any other clay, they always
prefer Gundiyali’s clay.
E
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In general routine artisans start their craft
work in the morning and continue till the
evening as they say, aligned with the sun. In
the evening times (male) artisans casually
hangout around the village, visit other
artisan’s house, as they are relatives and many
times spend time in the town of Mandvi.
They regularly have visitors and resellers
in their working space which is their living
space too, they let everyone see craft works
and sometimes selling also takes place. They
never miss out on offering tea to their visitors,
as shared by a couple of artisans as it as an
important Gundiyali ritual. Interestingly it
was many times observed that artisans had
tea in terracotta cups whereas ceramic cups
were used for the non Gundiyali visitors.
Similarly, chairs were arranged for the
visitors whereas fellow community members
sat on The Otla (a platform bit above the
ground). Such a distinction also was created
by language. Gundiyali artisans internally
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spoke Kutchhi. They also travel to different
cities and states for craft demonstration &
exhibitions. Gundiyali artisans also shared
that they only work with people with whom
they have a sense of trust (in their words
bharosa or vishwas). No clear set of rules for
the same but there are multiple layers like
belonging to family, community, Gundiyali,
Kutchh (identified by language), potters of
other communities might get deep access and
more trust. For example an artisan had denied
taking a work assignment from a specific client
after they verified from a friend potter in Bhuj
that there can be issues with that client.
The work of terracotta craft involves much
physical work and is lead by the senior male
member in family, It requires many hands, the
family members participates in the work of
craft. Interestingly, working on pottery wheel
is done only by male members and painting of
the products is especially done by the women.

Wives and children of the craftsman would
help in doing other tasks like preparation of
clay and moving of objects and managing
the kiln. These roles are traditionally decided
and followed. Children are involved in the
craft from a very young age i.e five - six years
is the key age for the traditional crafts. The
spaces where craft happens doesn’t really
have boundaries i.e space for play, cooking,
craft, sleeping etc are not separate, any space
is casually used for multiple purposes. This
dynamic space becomes the foundation for
growing future generations of craftsman
where learning happens as naturally as playing
and living. But over time this has changed,
the dependency of formal education requires
artisans to spend time in schools and colleges
first and then craft work. Such choices when
artisan grow young becomes dilemmas as
where they cannot, not choose the education
over craft (in their terms padhai over
ghadai). This conflict was shared by senior

“

“wo humko bulate hai lekin
hum unke saath nahi jaate,
hum apni mehnat ka khayenge.”
(They call us but we will not go with them,
we will earn and eat of our own hard work.)
– Abdullahbhai, a senior master craftsman

Notice at the clay collection area which is
reserved for Gunidyali artisans
Primary Research
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master artisans, they clearly said that current
generation doesn’t have time like they had
to learn the craft, also money is an inevitable
need and sufficient money in upcoming days
will be difficult to manage by only work of
crafts. Senior artisans (seem to have) allowed
the younger generation whether they wish
to practice craft or not, but they ensure that
the young artisans learn the craft because
whenever they require they can use it, in
words of Ahmedbhai “kala agar haath me hogi
to kabhi bhi kaam aayegi” means ‘if the skill is
in hand it can be used anytime’. Interestingly
many artisans have worked outside Gundiyali
during their younger age around (between
17-23) for exploring alternative work other
than traditional crafts, like Alibhai worked in
the Gulf for few years, Hussain Kumbhar was
working in Mumbai, Hasam Kumbhar was
working in Mundra but all of them returned to
Gundiyali eventually and practice craft along
with the family. This association of preference

of working place is also reflected in ideal
scenarios shared by Alibhai and Ahmedbhai.
Alibhai shared that the ideal scenarios would
be their craft products are sold directly from
the gate of their house and they don’t need
to worry about it later. With this, he wishes
to highlight two points one is how learning
about craft is affected; artisan only has to
ensure and manage the business aspects of
it and second, the problem of transporting
terracotta products as they might break on the
way. Ahmedbbhai highlighted the pleasure of
working at home in Gundiyali is that one can
always get to eat (garm garma roti means)
freshly baked chapatis. This highlights their
emotional interest, need and preferences
of artisan’s willingness to practice craft at
Gundiyali with their family.
Artisans align their craft works with the
weather. Festivals like Diwali, Navratri and Holi
are times when they have a good opportunity
as the market demands for lamps and pots are

“

“Hamare purane karigar jese hum nahi hai…
mene Yakub ke father ke saath kaam kiya…
wo sabse best karigar the…. unhone Bombay,
Karachi me bhi kaam kiya. Uske dost karigar
the.” (We are not like out old artisans, I have
worked under Yakub’s father. He was the best
artisan, he did work in bombay, karachi also,
His friends were also artisans.)
- Alibhai, a senior master craftsman

Amadbhai loading products on a tempo for a
regular reseller of Bhuj
E
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“

“Abdullahbhai Gundiyali ke sabse best
karigar hai, lekin wo angutha chap hai.”
(“Abdullahbhai was Gundiyali’s best
craftsman
but he was uneducated.” )
~ Salimbhai, a master craftsman

Young craftsmen with
master craftsman Abdullahbhai
high. Interestingly these are festivals of other
religions. Also during monsoon artisans can’t
practice craft as they cannot fire their kilns
which are in the open areas. So for the period
of couple of months of monsoon, artisans
have to take a break from their traditional
craft and find alternate work. At this time
some artisans go for farming, construction
works and some take a break. People who visit
Gundiyali to buy terracotta products are very
less, most artisans have a fixed set of resellers
whom they sell bulk orders. These resellers
to will sell the products in the nearby villages
and towns via carts and retail stores. Very few
artisans have been trading outside Kutchh
and Gujarat. Alibhai is one such artisan, about
the craft’s urban market he shares that those
markets require much higher quality of work
and local market is enough for their capacity
to trade in a constant flow. Senior artisans due
to their experiences, are always respected
by younger generation of artisans. Senior

artisans constantly criticize younger artisans
about the quality of the work even of different
families, this is critical about passing down the
knowledge of quality craftsmanship. Senior
artisans also encourage younger artisans to go
outside of Gundiyali for a while so that they
learn important aspects of doing business
and become clever (in their words hoshiyar).
In the same spirit many artisans appreciated
the efforts of the craft innovation training
program when all the artisans were invited
‘personally’ for exposure to urban markets
and taught about ‘design’ at CEPT University.
Senior artisans shared that ‘innovation’ and
‘design’ are good but about long term thinking
(in their word lambi soch) which is can be
useful for the younger generation of artisans.
Inquiries about finding how artisans actually
understood the idea of design resulted
into interesting insights about how artisans
understand ideas of design and innovation,
artisans said that they are open to make and
Complete research synthesis along with
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“

“Ghar ki vastu me sugandh hoti hai. Matke me
jo ghar me dudh, chash, dahi, ghee jo bhi rakhte
hai uski ek sugandh hoti hai, jo bahar ki chizo
me nahi hoti.” (Things from home has fragrance.
The milk, buttermilk, curd, ghee that we put in
earthan pots it has a fragrance,
which doesn’t exist in outside things.)
- Ahmedbhai, a senior master craftsman

Osmanbhai’s storage of materials for alternate work
which he does during monsoon
experiment with ‘new’ things but they first
need to have the surety that it will be sold, for
them urban markets are a rare event and so
it’s a risk for them to aim at urban markets.
Artisans have synchronized their craft practice
with different types of tools. Each of this
tools have been invented over different
time periods but all have their advantage
and disadvantages and specific use. There
are four types of kilns, four types of wheels,
tools for patterns, tapping, molding, making
impressions and coloring can be found in
Gundiyali. Almost all artisans these days use
mobile phones and keep promoting their
craft on internet and social media. Also
interesting observations were found with
Jusab and Amad Kumbhar, they had designed
their own kiln, a customized music player
and they are willing to run their wheels on
solar energy. This pair of father son were the

E
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most experimental, similarly each artisan had
different specialties like Sulamanbhai and
Salimbhai were specialist in making earthen
pots, Alibhai, Anwar are into making many
small size decorative and functional products.
Anwar had shared an interesting story about
how they designed the terracotta water bottle
and Alibhai emphasized problem of products
getting broken while transportation which
restricts them from accessing e-commerce.
Abdullahbhai shared stories of designing the
stand for earthen pots. All these observations
reflected the culture of constant explorations
of Gundiyali which doesn’t appear while
looking just above the surface.
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“

“Naya ese banana chahiye jo kaam ko aasan banaye.
Accha karigar wo hai to jo chizo ko aur aasan tarike se
banaye aur aur ache se banaye.” (New should be made
in a way that it makes the work easy. A good artisan is
the one who makes things easier and better.) “Zindagi
sukun wali honi chiahye. Bahot paisa ho ya na ho usse
fark nahi padta.” (Life has to have comfort, if there’s
too much money or not, it doesn’t matter.)
- Alibhai, a senior master craftsman

Different artisans with different choices of
medium they work for making pots

Amadbhai with a Kiln designed by him, this was
built with a roof for use even in monsoon.

Social media activities of Salemamad and Jusab
Kumbhar promoting the craft
Complete research synthesis along with
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Secondary
Research
Zooming out from context!
Looking at precedent research,
reference papers, books, articles
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F.

Secondary Research
Secondary research looked at related
research and interesting readings in of books,
online articles and papers themed at the
intersection of crafts and new technologies.
The Paper entitled Hybrid Practice in the
Kalahari: Design Collaboration through
Tools and Hunter Gather Craft [Ref 7]
by MIT Media Labs researchers Jennifer
Jacobs, Amit Zoran; they experimented with
modern digital fabrication techniques with
the craft of ancient Hunter Gatherer Craft
community in Namibia. Researchers applied
digital fabrication tools to make artefacts
from traditional craft materials through
collaborative workshops with artisans. The
paper discuss some of the products from total
60 products made, with detailed evaluation of
success and challenges of collaboration. Ayodh
Kamath in his paper Negotiating Converging
Cultures of Designing and Making: Averting
a Fourth Marginalization of Hand, [Ref 17]
highlights three projects where a digital
method was used to design a form which was
later made/executed by artisans. Another
paper by Malcolm McCollough entitled Hand
Across Twenty Years of Digital Craft [Ref 18]
traces the notion of digital craft by thematic
focus on the hand in the last twenty years.
The paper studies and categorizes different
cultures of crafting and discusses the role
of hand, medium and craft that has evolved
over time. In Hybrid Craft : Showcase of
Physical and Digital Integration of Design
and Craft Skills [Ref 9] article by Amit Zoran
about an exhibition that took at Siggraph 2015
conference, showcases projects and makers,
who have produced traditional objects by a
mix of manual i.e traditional and machine
(computer) based production processes. This
project highlights interesting term “Hybrid

Craft”. In Rise of the Expert Amateur : DIY
Projects, Communities and Cultures [Ref
11] by Stacy Kuznetsov & Eric Paulos shares
insights from a large scale study of Do It
Yourself communities to understand their
motivation, practices and sharing mechanisms.
Analysis of research shows themes that
distinguish DIY communities, and factors that
drive DIY Communities, enabling new ways
of knowledge transfer and innovative use of
different technologies. Another by Mili John
Tharakan entitled as Neo Craft : Exploring
Smart Textiles in the light of Traditional
Textile Craft [Ref 10] is (written in the context
of smart textiles but could be referred with a
wider perspective of hybrid craft) the author
highlights the point of “something missing”

One of the products from Hybrid Practice in the Kalahari:
Design Collaboration through Tools and Hunter Gather Craft
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Rob Gordon’s work
in Hybrid Craft Exhibition

in the experience of high tech smart textiles
and proposes that the missing aspect can be
inspired from craft traditions which used to
combine social narratives, myths or artefacts
which responds to the cultural shift. Author
also proposes a two side exchange creation of
opportunities for artisans to engage with new
technology, and at the same time designers to
take inspiration from the craftsmen. Another
paper by James Stevenson and Ralph Nelson’s
entitled Digital Vernacular: Democratizing
architectural making [Ref 16] highlights an
approach of working inspired by values of
vernacular architecture but using the existing
digital fabrication tools. This article highlights
principles which are relevant in vernacular
architecture practices in the pre-industrial
age where design and making were aligned
and how after industrial age the divide into
design and making degraded the symbiotic
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Jie Qi’s work
in Hybrid Craft Exhibition
relationship between the mind and hand
and loss of sensibilities into design which
only making can provide. It defines principles
of “Digital Vernacular” as way of working
to democratize the modern architectural
practices and in the same line articles ends
with a suitcase CNC machine project which
is an example of the same. The Maker
Movement Manifesto : Rules for Innovation
in the new world of Crafters, Hackers and
Tinkerers [Ref 3] is a book by Mark Hatch
which defines the importance and rules and
values of of Maker Movement in creating and
sustaining an ecosystem of makers and the
maker culture.
Many online articles and case studies
highlighted four trends which are widely
associated with new technology and idea
of making and the craft. The first trend was
the Maker Movement, which brings people
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together online and offline who believe in
making things on their own. ‘Maker Spaces’
which are hubs for the making enthusiasts
emerged as a result of the Maker movement.
The Maker Movement got attention of
Government policies, NGOs, Educational
Institutes and expert volunteer individuals.
The second trend was Digital Fabrication - a
growth of affordable and easy to use tools
which could allow quick prototyping. It
involves computer operated machines and
production processes operated by simple
softwares making the production easy for
normal people. The 3D Printer wave is the
best example of this. These cheaper, dynamic
and robust tools are seen as a force which will
challenge the mass manufacturing industry.
Another trend was DIY Culture referring to
items created, modified or refurbished by
hobbyists and non-experts. With the support

Suit case CNC Project
from Digital Vernacular Paper

of thousands of free online platforms, driven
by values which are not commercial, these
communities were active in creation and
modification of objects by themselves, at the
same time sharing their knowledge of making
with the rest of the world on online platforms.
The DIY communities cover a range of domains
from digital tech to traditional tech and inspired
by various purposes like gifting, personal
utility, repairing, art, social innovations, play
etc. Lastly the trend was Open Source, where
decentralized communities with a vision
of making knowledge and tools of learning
openly accessible are developed and shared
computer hardware, software, fonts, graphic
resources, stock resources and tutorials for
free on internet! Open source communities
are revolutionary as they include the expert
individuals and organizations as volunteer for
the spirit of making knowledge of accessible
and free.

Maker Space / Fab Lab
at CEPT University, Ahmedabad

Secondary Research
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Research Insights
Finding resolutions to “whys”,
Synthesizing learnings
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G.1

Insights : Primary + Secondary
Primary research insights and interesting
learnings from secondary research were
put together and analyzed in the context of
research inquiry which was to remember
again “to explore possibilities of enhancing
traditional craft practice by combining it with
new digital technologies”. To generate and
explore ideas with respect to the research
inquiry it was important to first find the
factors which explain why a traditional craft
community remains unaware about exploring
the benefits of using new technologies in their
craft practice.

This section of insights with respect to
research question which is in context of
traditional crafts explains multiple factors due
to which, why a traditional craft community
like Gundiyali is still unable to use and
explore use of new technologies towards the
betterment of their craft practice (betterment
means not replacing any core aspect of
aesthetics, skills and meaning). All insights
presented are sequentially linked to each
other and presented as key directions for
exploring ideas around research inquiry.

The secondary research presented many
interesting ideas like hybrid craft, digital
vernacular with interesting approaches of
the fusion of new technologies and crafts.
But here the research question had referred
to “a traditional craft community” which is
in-itself a very different context. As primary
research explains how traditional craft is a
special context, where craft is not only just
making and selling but craft is the back bone
of a community and more emotional, as it
has deep associations with traditions, locality,
religion, history, identity etc.

Research Insights
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Research insights with respect to research inquiry
Hurdles for (Gundiyali) craft community to utilize new technologies in their traditional craft practice

G
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Research Insights
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Insights to Ideas
Bunch of ideas to one idea,
testing it and finalizing it
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H.1

Translating insights into ideas
Ideas were generated in two stages. The
first stage of ideas were generated on the
basis of an intermediate research synthesis
considering only the data collected after first
field visit.

The Intent behind the first stage of ideation
was to start developing a prototype which can
be deployed at Gundiyali to collect first - hand
feedback from the craft community about the
research inquiry.

The second set of ideas were generated after
a complete research synthesis which was
done at a much later stage and not part of this
documentation report.

Following documentation is about the ideas
design and developed after first stage of
ideation.

a digital dashboard
containing set of ideas

Insight to Ideas

H
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H.2

Selection of an Idea
Many possible ideas with the intent to explore
the fusion of new technologies in a traditional
craft process were discussed in the first set of
ideation.
Ideas with interesting similarities were
grouped and given categories. There were
many categories; one category was product
development where new technology (sensors,
lights etc) would be added to and traditional
pottery and a range of products would be
designed, another category was about using
use of smart materials and digital fabrication
in craft process, one important category was
about use of new technology in felicitating
processes other than making.
As per the research question it was critical
to explore ideas which will enhance the
traditional crafts with the use of new
technologies and not replace or alter any core
aspect. Considering this, ideas dealing with
the making were not selected because then it
would become debatable that what is the idea
of craft if the core material and processes are
changed?
One of the ideas was selected from the
category of ideas which deployed new
technology to facilitate tasks other than
hands-on making (materials and skills).

H

Insight to Ideas

The selected idea was about creating a real
like digital archive for the craft community,
where they could have a real like library of
designs created by any memeber of craft
community. There could be many potential
benefits for such a digital archive, not only in
immediate but also for long term use.
Also this idea was possibly the best fit in
the direction of research inquiry where new
technology could be used in a craft practice
without changing any core aspect of the craft,
Considering all these points this idea was first
selected at the end of the first set of ideation.
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H.3

Selected Idea

Presentation slide about the selected idea
Community Product Archive

Insight to Ideas
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H.4

Detailing out the idea

Possible impacts of developing the
idea of digital archive for craft community

H
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H.5

Components for the designing digital archive

Storing Module
This module will help artisans’
document their designs by capturing
details of each artifacts from all sides.
It’ll store the design of many artifacts
and create an archive/library of the
handcrafted designs.

Viewing Module
This module will help artisans’ view
each documented artifact in a real like
manner using interactive
three dimensional hologram.

Insight to Ideas
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H.6

Proof of Concept Prototype
The idea of a digital archive was selected out
of multiple ideas. Before developing it, it was
important to find whether Gundiyali craftsmen
are interested towards the same or not. To
figure this out a quick planning was done
to rapidly develop a prototype with a basic
setup that demonstrate the idea. The basic
prototype plan was to create digital hologram
of any artifact placed on the turntable.
The prototype setup was in raw version all
electronic components and their working was
visible. Prototype was built using open source
technologies, Arduino and Processing, running
on a windows system with a normal webcam.

Working setup of prototype, (Left) turntable i.e storing module ,
(Right) Viewing module with hologram display

H
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Rapid prototyping plan for developing
proof of concept prototype
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A group of Artisans looking at the working
prototype anf looking at hologram

During a field visit to Gundiyali, the basic
prototype setup was done and the idea was
demonstrated to the artisans. Artisans came in
various groups and looked at the setup and its
working. Artisans got different artifacts from
their houses for scanning in the digital archive.
Through demonstration the idea was quickly
communicated to the artisans and meanwhile
various discussions started happening.
Artisans asked many questions about
integration of the same in their craft practice.
They were curious to know how the prototype
worked, what will be the cost if someone
wants to own it? And also, what all it does?
They also asked how can they get the
holograms? Will they require a computer for
doing all this? Can they take it to different

Artisans looking at the basic
prototype and discussing about it

places? Artisans also clicked pictures of
prototype in their mobile phone. Basically,
in their questions we could see that they
clearly understood what the idea is and they
were curious about the same. The younger
generation of artisans showed special interest
that gave us the motivation to design a more
detailed further detailed prototype version of
the digital archive.

Insight to Ideas
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Giving life to the idea,
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I.1

Prototyping Plan
The idea of a digital archive for the traditional
craft community was named as “Kala Kosh”.
As per Gujarati and Hindi languages, “Kala”
is skill associated with arts and crafts and
“Kosh” is a container. The name sums up as a
“container of skill”.
Developing Kala Kosh was not only limited
to develop the technicalities of a digital
archive but also, to make it effective, useful
and meaningful to the traditional craft
community who (as per secondary research)
are not knowing computers or other digital
technologies except the mobile phone.
So here the user interface design would
play the key role. The prototype needs to
be designed and developed in a way that
craftsmen can focus on the archival process
and not struggle with any technological
aspects that makes it running in the back end.

The digital archiving process had many
components. Core components are “to
store” and “to view” but there are many
sub components like storage, photography,
memory and organization of data, display etc.
The Exact features for the prototype, materials
and technical aspects were decided and
user interface was designed. Iterative design
and development process began; the design
evolved and specefics were fixed after
three iterations. The technical development
included customized software, hardware and
electronics integration.
A final stable prototype was implemented,
where the whole idea of a digital archive was
simulated and the prototype was ready for
installation and testing at Gundiyali.

Another challenge is to design the archiving
system that finds a coherence with the space,
settings and works of the craft community so
the idea of digitally archiving an artifact finds
a meaningful integration as one of the stage
in the craft process which later on can be of
multiple uses.

Prototype Design & Development
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I.2

Study of similar kind products
There was no complete digital archive
available as per the visualized concept but
there were many existing set of products
which were for accomplishing some tasks like
photography, 3D scanning, holographic display
etc were studied and analyzed as precedents.

• Inefficient usage
Any specialized tool whether for capturing
image or displaying in 3D hologram. All
features of such a system might not be
accessed by the target user due to less or no
prior experience of using such technologies.

Due to the following list of issues, existing
products didn’t fit in the context of the target
users and towards the development of the
idea.

• Scale, Space and Infrastructure
Existing products which can be used for
some part of the archiving processes might
require specialized tools, for example, for
photographing an object, ideally special lights,
a good camera, light room setup would be
required. Again, this will not be feasible for the
target user.

• Specialized but fragmented systems
Imaging technologies, studio photography
kits, modeling devices, scanners, automated
turntables, multiple kinds of 3D and
holographic displays and a wide range of
other display technologies are available but
not as one complete integrated kit where
the scanning system directly connects to the
holographic display.
• Mediated by computer operations
Existing products require the use of a
computer and special software integration
to handle the intermediate data. This makes
the process more customized. It requires
knowledge of multiple software, hardware and
other computer operations which is not the
case with the target users .
• Cost of each component and total cost
If each product is purchased as components
and later combined as a system then the total
cost of the whole setup will be too high.

I
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Holus a holographic computer
with interactive features

123D catch (discontinued by Autocad)
software interface for photogrammetry

A high precision, small size, costly
3D scanner on amazon.com

Range of high quality photography
boxes from Ortery

Prototype Design & Development
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I.3

Features for Kala Kosh Digital Archive

CAPTURE
Capture all details of an artifact (in ideal
conditions) like form, scale, color, volume for
all sides and orientations, inside – outside
compositions, material details, textures,
fragrance, sounds and other properties etc.
STORE
Store captured digital representation of a
volumetric object in local and cloud memory

ORGANIZE
Organize the storage with information about
their owners and other meta data
for easy retrieval

Storing (documentation) module

SELECT
allowing user to select or change an artifact
for viewing in holographic display

RETRIEVE
retrieve all information / meta data for the
artifact while to be displayed

Viewing (display) module

I
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DISPLAY
Display and let user interact with the digital
replica of artifact in the holographic display
(In ideal conditions, a complete experience
to be recreated with the same form, scale,
colour, volume, orientations, material details,
textures, fragrance etc.)
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I.4

Prototype Interaction Flow

Prototype Design & Development
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I.5

Prototyping Materials & Technologies
Kala Kosh, was envisioned as a standalone
digital archive which would capture the
(visual) details of an artifact, create a library
of the digital representation of artifacts and
display them as an interactive hologram when
required. Since the beginning it was decided
that open source technologies would be used.
Raspberry Pi, a small pocket size computer
board was first chosen at the heart of the
Kala Kosh. Raspeberry Pi runs linux and it is
widely used and customized for education
and research, thanks to its already established
open source developer and support
community. Processing - was another opensource programming language platform which
was chosen for developing software program
which would work to capture, store and
manage image files and interface with other
hardwares in Kala Kosh. Python language
based module was used for developing the
internet synchronization module which would
be always running in background of the
system (as shown in the flow diagram). For
creating the form and physical user interface,
MDF was chosen, as it is easily available and
quite easy to work with a laser cutting process
in maker spaces. To create 3D holograms
Peppers ghost technique was used with
acrylic sheet and glass reflective films with
a 19.5” LCD screen. Many other electronic
components were purchased from local
electronic material vendors as required.

The old Peppers Ghost Technique
for Holographic projection

Pyramid based holographic display
can be scaled up to any size

I
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RaspberryPi 3, webcam, Light Detecting
Resistors, Rotary Encoder, LED Lights

Processing 3 and Python
Open Source Programming Platforms

Digital fabrication : MDF Boards in
a laser cutting machine

Exploring materials for better
holographic projection

Prototype Design & Development
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Initial ideas for starting to design and
develop the detailed prototype

I
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I.6

User Interface Design and Development
Technical development and user interface
design started happening in parallel. First,
all the required physical and electronic
components were purchased. Separate
modules were created for each technical
component.
Meanwhile, different ideas were explored for
the user interface design and
form of Kala Kosh.
Now with technical components in hand, the
interface design was explored by hand-on
prototyping.
The prototype started taking shape by
retaining the idea of hiding the technology
and make the functionality visible and
accessible via an effective and easy to learn
interface. To achieve this goal many ideas
and iterations were explored in the back-end
design of software and hardware.

Working on customized software
and hardware for prototyping

Making and testing modules for
each technical component

Prototype Design & Development
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I.7

Prototype first iteration
First iteration of the prototype was designed
in a way that it has two modules separately.
Further, each component was made modular.
As in the whole prototype could be dismantled
and be transportable in a bag.

The other storage or documentation module
(as under) contained space for placing and
photographing the object which included
a turntable, a camera, a section for placing
IDcard and a black area in the background.

Once the setup is put together there’d be two
modules. The viewing module (as under) will
have two parallel panels above and below the
holographic display, based on the operation, a
panel would be active.

The image on the right shows how the setup
of first iteration actually appeared, although
not completely developed but working.

Illustrated idea for the first iteration of prototype
Left is viewing module, right is storing module

I
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Partially developed first iteration of the prototype in testing
Left is viewing module, right is storing module

Prototype Design & Development
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I.8

Learning from First Iteration, beginning Second Iteration
While the first iteration was getting developed
and not completed, there were mixed
reactions and critically negative feedback
about the interface.
The viewing Module was developed with
acrylic sheets and holographic display wasn’t
clear until there was a black surface at the
back, The user management and interface
in the viewing unit was visually complex and
less effective. Separation of two moduels was
technically working but had no meaning.

Viewing module interface from the
first iteration of design

I
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Although the system was working and the
constant feedback for the UI was collected.
‘Scary’ and ‘chaotic’ were the words used
by people as feedback to the UI. As this
was just first iteration, naturally much more
refinements had to happen like performance,
compositions of modules, making the case,
everything was yet to be worked out. And
second round of iteration began.

Interface for putting ID cards and
making the storing module work
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Sketching and refining the prototype design from the
previous iteration and designing the second iteration

Prototype Design & Development
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I.9

Prototype Second Iteration
The second version of prototype resolved the
clutter of visuals in the user interface. The two
layered User Interface of the first version was
simplified and split into space. Interface was
divided in two spaces where the controls with
respect to module in use would be visible.
Display quality improved drastically by using

Illustrated concept for Second Prototype, two modules
simplify the interface by dividing it in space

I
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the glass reflector films, original holographic
material was identified but not used due
budget constraints. The software modules
were matured to automatically handle
file management, user management, take
automatic backup on internet. Case was also
designed for the entire setup.
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Still software optimization was required. The
user Interface was simpler but taking too
much of space whereas the users did not have
that much space in their living areas. This
called for another version of the prototype
which required rework on each part of the
prototype with better details.

Working setup of the second Iteration of
prototype of the viewing module

Working setup of the Second Iteration of the prototype
Image shows the space for storing module functions

Prototype Design & Development
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I.10

Learning from Second Iteration lessons, beginning Third Iteration
Most issues with the software and the
hardware i.e. technical aspects were resolved
in second iteration of prototype. Two major
issues were left,

Stacking both the modules also solved the
problem of space, prototype space reduced
drastically and the interface also became
meaningful.

One was composition of the modules, which
was in second iteration improved than the first
but it was still lacking a meaning.

To be able to execute this new interface,
a series of modifications was required in
each part of the prototype including the
form, the hardware, the software etc. And
other features had to be developed like
synchronization on a web page, quality of
the hologram, easy turn on and turn off,
error display and cancel operation, user
management, lighting variations, performance
for long term use, a revised case with use of
fire proof material, considering that artisans
sometimes smoke while they work. All of this
had to culminate into the third prototype
which can then run independently.

The Second issue was space, the Second
Iteration of prototype provided an interesting
interface but took a lot of space. In reality,
the artisans wouldn’t have that much space in
their houses.
Both of these problems were resolved after
reflection on both the iterations of design
and finally taking inspiration from the potters’
wheel during one of the field visits.
As shown in the photograph, the inspiration
was taken from the potters’ wheel. Basically
there is a base which is a turntable and on
which the raw material is placed. After the
potter interacts the “artifact appears on the
top”. Learning from this user interface was
designed by stacking the documentation
module this, bottom and having the
viewing module on the top, so to keep the
analogy when an object needs to be stored
(documented) it’ll be first kept in the black box
on turntable and once recorded it’ll be visible
on top in the viewing module.
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Learning from the pottery wheel, inspiration for
the third iteration of prototpye design

Sketching ideas exploring the third
iteration of the prototype

Prototype Design & Development
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I.11

Prototype third (final) iteration
The third iteration as mentioned earlier stacked
two modules and saved ‘a’ lot of space.
This third iteration was designed, developed
and tested for long hours and was able to run
independently without any errors with all the
features mentioned earlier.
Though there were a few limitations like it could
scan a limited size, only 25 total users were
allowed, and resolution of camera was not
great.
Apart from these limitations, the prototype was
totally ready and simulating the whole scenario
of Kala Kosh Digital Archive.

Illustration for design of the Third
Iteration of Prototype

I
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Third Iteration of the Prototpye
designed, developed and tested

Prototype Design & Development
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I.12

Kala Kosh Interface for the Viewing Module
The detailed user interface design for viewing
module which will remain on top and visible
by default.

Prototype Setup once switched on
will start the Viewing Mode

I
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Accessing and viewing artifacts
stored in the Kala Kosh
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I.13

Kala Kosh Interface for the Storing Module

User Interface Design for storing (documentation)
module, where the user has to open the shutter
and theres a space and interface to scan new
artifact.

For storing that is documentation mode, open
the shutter for the storing module

Place the artifact to be scanned, ID card and the
activate storing mode and see live display

Prototype Design & Development
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Verify/Adjust in the live display, artifact
position, light, ID card name and size

I
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Once all set, start documentation process and
close the shutter for smooth documentation
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If there is any error or a manual stop is used,
storing process will show an error and stop

When the process is successfully done, take the ojbect
and IDcard, See archived image in the Viewing Module

Prototype Design & Development
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Kala Kosh
working prototype
Working prototype setup,
components and how it works
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J.1

Kala Kosh prototype setup
Here’s the photo documentation of prototype
of Kala Kosh digital archive designed and
developed for traditional craft community of
Gundiyali.

Final prototype setup,
The Viewing Mode

This setup was ready, stable, independent and
working with all intended features. Now, it was
ready to go to Gundiyali for testing.

Final prototype setup,
The Storing (Documentation) Mode

Kala Kosh working Prototype

J
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Viewing objects real like from all
sides in the viewing module

Back side of the protoype with
a custom designed case

J

Kala Kosh working Prototype

Prototype internal modules with
computational components
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J.2

Viewing artifacts documented in Kala Kosh

Interacting with the objects in
the viewing module of Kala Kosh

Seeing the other side of the same object as user
interacts with the objects in the viewing module

Changing the objects in
the viewing module of Kala Kosh

New object displayed after changing objects
in the viewing module of Kala Kosh

Kala Kosh working Prototype
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J.3

Documenting and storing new artifacts in Kala Kosh

J

Opening shutter for starting the documentation
process in the storing module

Enable the storing module,
live preview in the viewing module

Placing objects in the documentation
module, seeing the live display

Placing IDCard, Artisan name
updated in the ;ive display

Kala Kosh working Prototype
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Adjusting light for true colors
and adjusting a camera for size

Once all parameters set, enabling the process, the
live display shows awaiting message

Closing the shutter for smooth documentation, only if
any error the live display will show a message

Successfully documented object and its
image in the digital archive

Kala Kosh working Prototype
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Kala Kosh goes
to Gundiyali
Prototype on the ground,
Testing Kala Kosh at Gundiyali
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K.1

Installation of prototype at Gundiyali, initiating field testing
Kala Kosh Prototype was all set to go and
stay at Gundiyali with the artisans. We
went to Gundiyali and started setting up
the prototype, with the help of Ali Mamad
Kumbhar, we could setup the prototype
at his house and organize the setup for a
presentation where all the artisans would
come in the evening.

Setting up prototype at Gundiyali
with Anwar Kumbhar

Parts of the prototypes were assembled with
the help from Anwar Kumbhar. It was around
6:30 pm in the evening and all the artisans
with their family started gathering at Alibhai
Kumabhar’s house. It was great to see that the
artisans were present with all of their family
and from children to senior members were
gathered for presentation and launch of
Kala Kosh prototype at Gundiyali.

Prototype Setup ready at
Alimamad Kumbhar’s house

Kala Kosh goes to Gundiyali
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The first part of the presentation was about
the intent of the project, the whys and how
we reached to developing Kala Kosh and how
it could help artisans.
The Second session was about demonstration
of Kala Kosh. In the first session we had
already shown them how Kala Kosh works
and so we called one of the artisan to come
and tryout using Kala Kosh. In between
questions were coming from all young and
senior artisans. The presentation also turned
into a discussion. Artisans were interested in
knwoing about the prototype was built and
happy to know that it’ll be given to Gundiyali
for testing.
All age audience for Kala Kosh
launch presentation at Gundiyali

The evening gathering for presentation on Kala Kosh Project and
its possible benefits at Alimamad Kumbhar’s House

K
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The session ended with snakc and prototype
was kept at Alibhai’s house for the first
two weeks. Artisans who stay near by were
requested to access from Alibhai’s house.
With mutual discussion it was decided that
after couple of weeks the prototype will
be shifted to another artisan’s house such
that for one and a half month prototype will
remain at Gundyali and move across three
houses in the village from where almost the
whole community can access Kala Kosh. After
that we came back to Ahmedabad and the
prototype was left in Gundiyali.

Demonstration of
Kala Kosh Prototype

Kala Kosh had automatic internet
synchronization function through which all
content would be uploaded on the internet
from Gundiyali along with the hologram Kala
Kosh can be seen in a web version, too. Now
from Ahmedabad, website was our way to
know how the prototype is in use. We also
asked a few young artisans to volunteer and
keep sending us photographs in between
when Kala Kosh is in use.

Artisan trying Kala Kosh Prototype
after the demonstration

Kala Kosh goes to Gundiyali
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K.2

Kala Kosh Prototype at Gundiyali
After the day we introduced prototype to
Gundiyali artisans, we left it at Gundiyali for
next two months.
The following stories are about how the
artisans used prototype and tested the idea of
Kala Kosh, a digital archive with their practice
of traditional craft.
(Some pictures in this section were later
shared by the artisans as we were not on the
field during the testing.)

Young Artisans viewing products
stored in Kala Kosh

K
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Two days after we were back from the field
visit, we got a call from Anwar that he was
trying to use Kala Kosh. He was present with
Kala Kosh when he had called and had just
called as he started working on Kala Kosh. On
the same day 3-4 objects were found scanned
by them which were visible on the website
due to the live synchronization functionality
(which kept on uploading the latest scanned
objects from Kala Kosh system to the
internet). After a few days Jusab shared the
photographs of one of the evenings when
Jusab along with Yasar, Samir were trying to
scan more objects and were able to do so
without any issues.

Jusab Kumbhar and other artisans viewing
products they just stored in Kala Kosh
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One of the days young artisan Yasar called
and shared that internet is not working in
Kala Kosh. A WhtsApp discussion with a
few screenshots happened and resolved
this issue as it only required a restart. Also
initially objects scanned by Yasar were not
well composed; as he did not set the camera
properly, the turntable edge was visible in the
captured image. Again through a Whatsapp
interaction we could discuss and resolve such
issues. After a few days another set of images
were uploaded into Yasar and Anwar’s section
name, also a new category was created for
Alibhai Kumbhai on website.

Viewing web version of Kala Kosh Live
synchronized from setup at Gundiyali

Various products in process of
documented in Kala Kosh

Artisans experimenting with
Kala Kosh components

Kala Kosh goes to Gundiyali
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Other artisans who were supposed to come
to their house for testing the prototype did
not turn up. There might have been multiple
reasons for this which we couldn’t find out as
we were not on field all the time. We guessed
a few reasons, this time was right after Diwali
and many artisans had not started working
due to Diwali break as their clients don’t take
or place orders during Diawli, the artisans
go on rest time for couple of weeks, also
some of them are only into making of matkas
which were too big for the device. Also, some
artisans might not be seeing value in this idea
and might not try it out.

Jusab and Yasar Kumbhar
assembling Kala Kosh after shifting
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Most of the time Kala Kosh was used in the
evening, after artisans had stopped working
on the wheels. The artisans also went on to
repairing some small physical parts which
were moving from their actual placement.
Artisans also played with the prototype
elements, Jusab tried putting camera in a
different way, Yasar tried to compos multiple
objects in different arrangements and Anwar
tried to scan objects in the best possible way.
After a month on one of the day, Yasar, Jusab
and Sakur, three young artisans came together
and shifted the prototype to Jusab’s house.
They themselves dismantled and shifted the
prototype and then reassembled everything.

Artisans using Kala Kosh after
shifting at another artisan’s house
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Troubleshooting errors during a
field visit for maintenance

Artisan sharing his designs on Social
media from the web version of Kala Kosh

The artisans had many interesting questions
and stories to share. Yasar initially didn’t
try much because he had the fear of the
prototype getting damaged but after our
discussion he learnt to do it freely, and had
the most number of scanned objects. Anwar
Kumbhar mastered working of Kala Kosh
easily, he could scan perfectly with all settings
done rightly. Jusab was excited to use the
prototype from begining, Siddik Kumbhar had
made a few flower vase designs just for using
Kala Kosh. The prototype remained on the
field for two months and 6 artisans tried it
hands-on. In between, we did couple of field
visits to repair a technical issue and see how
they are using the prototype.

Kala Kosh goes to Gundiyali

K
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Prototype Testing
Outcomes
Looking inside Kala Kosh
after two months of testing
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Kala Kosh usage by artisans during testing
Kala Kosh digitally archives designs created by
the artisan and allows them to showcase their
designs in multiple mediums.
The artifacts which are documented by the
artisans are stored in the Kala Kosh and there
they can be viewed as a hologram.
At the same time, all data is synchronized
on the internet and it can be viewed on the
webpage, too. From the webpage it can be
shared on mobile and social media.

This section contains screen shots from
the website where Kala Kosh documented
artifacts were automatically synchronized and
displayed under each artisan’s name.
The artisans’ feedback was that they liked the
fact that they don’t need to do anything and
their designs are now sharable in multiple
ways i.e Holograms which can be used in
exhibitions, retail setup, own inventory,
social media, mobile sharable, online website
e-commerce or museums.

Ultimately artisans can utilize their digital
archive in multiple contexts.

Set of products displayed in the
holographic display of Kala Kosh

A product displayed in holographic
display of Kala Kosh

Prototype Testing Outcomes
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A web page for Jusab
Kumbhar enlisting all
the products scanned by
him in Kala Kosh setup
at Gundiyali. This page
can be shared by artisans
on social and mobile
platforms.

L
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Viewing a specific
product on Kala Kosh
web version and seeing
it from all sides, all the
products can be similarly
seen in Kala Kosh. This
page can be shared by
artisans on social and
mobile platforms.

Prototype Testing Outcomes

L
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Amad Kumbhar’s page on
Kala Kosh web version

Yasar Kumbhar’s page on
Kala Kosh web version

L
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Anwar Kumbhar’s page on
Kala Kosh web version

Ali Mamad Kumbhar’s page on
Kala Kosh web version

Prototype Testing Outcomes
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Feedback and
Reflection
Halt at the milestone,
what did user say and
applying the learnings
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Journey of Kala Kosh from research, idea, prototype to testing
It was evident that the idea of Kala Kosh was
successful in its communication of technology,
interface and design, how it can help artisans
to archive, preserve and share their designs
in multiple ways atleast to the few artisans
who used prototype. As shared by Anwar,
the prototype’s synchronization without any
effort to internet was the most helpful feature
which could be otherwise difficult for them.
Alibhai also found interesting to work with an
internet connected device; which meets to the
primary research insight in which Alibhai and
Ahmedbhai both had shared that everything
(related to craft) should happen directly from
home, this was an addition to their ideal
situation to practice craft. Jusab, Yasar and
Sulemanbhai inquired about how to add more
details to this like size of products and how
can they document products of other scale
and orientation.
Master artisans were interested in the whole
idea except Alibhai, no senior artisan used the
prototype. May be this was because until now
everything was a simulation, once Kala Kosh
is connected to any service, e-commerce or
anything which is a real world context, senior
artisans might actively participate.
The community archive idea didn’t work,
actually as only the artisan who kept the
device at their house, used it. This was
opposite to what was thought initially. So
further design iterations should consider that
that it’ll mostly be used as a personal device.

For now it was just a simulation and wasn’t
connected to any real context of trading
facility. The prototype had everything
developed that it could be technically linked
to multiple real world business, museum,
stores, applications etc to help artisans
participate in multiple contexts which could
benefit craftsman instantly and also in the
long term. The simulation on field proved that
the artisans would love to use such a product
which will help them practice the craft using
new technology which they themselves
couldn’t develop and can’t purchase even if
they require. They do wish to preserve and
expand their range of designs and make it
more reachable to people.
Kala Kosh idea needs to undergo one round of
product design and technical optimization for
making it portable and make it even easier to
utilize by the craft community. It seems easy
and feasible to incorporate such ideas with
artisan’s craft practice as they do not require
any training and it can enable integration with
the real world context.
Kala Kosh functionalities are such that it is not
only limited to the field of traditional crafts
but the technical capacity to document and
recreate the experience of any kind of 3D form
can be applied a diverse range of applications
especially in the fields of arts, crafts and
heritage.

Feedback and Reflection
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Impact and
the Way Forward
Stories from the ground,
future of Kala Kosh and
further directions for research inquiry
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Concluding note delete
Looking forward to the project Kala Kosh it
will be developed further with proper product
design and a system design which actually
execute this whole idea in real world context.

available online as an open source once
developed. Later on as needed it could be
re-manufactured by any maker space where
digital fabrication facilities are available.

Kala Kosh research took place with potters
but the idea as it emerged it could also be
used by any other crafts where the artifact is
a 3D forms. Taking inspiration from traditional
crafts which are open source learning spaces
we that have been visiting for many years,
the final design of Kala Kosh will be made

Research done during Kala Kosh helped us
generate more ideas which will be further
explored in the larger perspective of the
research inquiry from where the project
actually began.

DICRC and Kala Kosh Team with
Gundiyali Artisans at Gundiyali
Impact and Way Forward
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i.

Makers Fest ‘16
Exhibition
Kala Kosh Project was
displayed at Makers Fest 2016
at Ahmedabad University
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Exhibition Setup at Makers Fest

Prototype at work at Makers Fest

Demonstration to visitors

Artisans sharing about Kala Kosh with Visitors

Demonstration to visitors

Sharing the story with Media
Makers Fest ‘16 Exhibition
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